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Uncertainty avoidance index example

Since this is (or at least I think it is) one of the most difficult dimensions of Professor Geert Hofstede to explain, it makes sense to provide some extra context and examples of Uncertainty Avoidance. If you're not familiar with this uncertainty avoidance index at all, I strongly suggest you read this article first. It will give you a good overview of the breadth of this Hofstede cultural
dimension. If you are only interested in seeing a wide range of examples of uncertainty avoidance, read on. What Is Uncertainty Avoidance And What Is Not? To understand what uncertainty avoidance index is what it is does not let me use a question and a multiple choice answer. The question: Would people from countries that get low on this dimension be more likely to bungee
jump? Possible answers:YesNoBungee jumping has nothing to do with uncertainty avoidanceThe correct answer is 3. Bungee jumping has nothing to do with uncertainty avoidance. Bungee jumping falls into the category of so-called calculated risks. Sure enough, there are risks when you bungee jump, but there are also risks when driving or getting on a plane. Driving and getting
on a plane are also calculated risks. Starting your own business is not a calculated risk. Even if you create a business plan, as soon as you start by executing it, reality will get in the way and unpredictable things will happen. Therefore entrepreneurship is part of uncertainty avoidance and bungee jumping is not. Correlations with Uncertainty Avoidance IndexI found that to best
understand this Uncertainty Avoidance index, it works to link real-world examples (or phenomena) to these dimensions in terms of correlations. Below is an image with an incomplete (!) list of correlations with Uncertainty Avoidance. I'll explain them below the picture. So in a culture that scores high on Uncertainty Avoidance (in the image uncertainty avoidance is shortened as AA
that stands for Anxiety Avoidance; the vertical axis), people will make/view/consume/etc. more of the points listed. Shows of emotion: Compare a minor head-to-tail car collision in Rome with one in London. Most likely there will be more Emotional Fireworks in Rome! Highway Speed: Correlates directly with uncertainty Avoidance. The higher the score on this dimension, the faster
people are (legally) allowed to drive, but also run fast(s), even when it is not allowed. The need for speed is in this dimension. Alcohol consumption: The higher the score on this dimension, the more alcohol people consume. Britons (low scoring culture) are by far not the highest beer consumers in the world... The Czechs are, followed by the Germans. Smoking: Something that is
slowly banned in the Western world, but still there are significant differences in cultures and smoking. If you consider smoking, alcohol consumption, and speeding, you can see that they are all in some form or form a way to express their feelings. The point here is that the display of emotions does not mean people scream and scream all the time or walk around alive crying all the
time. There are different ways to express your feelings. Medicine Consumption: Same as the previous point; whereby France tops the list in the EU. Designer clothes: As they say Better to be overdressed than to be underdressed. Italians spend the most money on designer clothes in the EU. They also score high on Uncertainty Avoidance.Expertise: This is where people attach
importance to official and academic titles. For example, the Mr. Dr. in Germany.Euro to local currency: In a couple of European countries (eg France) prices in supermarkets are mentioned in Euro's, but also in the old currency (French Franc in this example). Coronary artery disease: This is an inverse or negative correlation. In other words, countries that score high on Uncertainty
Avoidance and let out their emotions suffer less from coronary artery disease. You could say that blowing off steam is good for your health. Subtitles: Also a negative correlation. What this means is that high-scoring cultures are audio-dub TV shows, rather than subtitle it. Example: James Bond speaks German in Germany. There are exceptions (e.g. Flanders in Belgium). I can
think of more examples of uncertainty avoidance and the challenge here is for you to decide which way they correlate: positive or negative:Drinking bottled water instead of tap water? Secure WI-Fi networks?...? See scores for all countries on uncertainty Avoid Index.I hope that with these examples of uncertainty avoiding this dimension has become a little clearer. If you are
interested in seeing an overview of all the countries in the world and their respective points on this dimension, go here. This article is about the social concept. For the similar concept that relates to individuals, see Ambiguity aversion. In cross-cultural psychology, uncertainty avoidance is how cultures differ on how much tolerance they have of unpredictability. [1] Uncertainty
avoidance is one of five key qualities or dimensions measured by the researchers who developed the Hofstede model of cultural dimensions to quantify cultural differences across international lines and better understand why certain ideas and business practices work better in some countries than in others. [2] According to Geert Hofstede, the fundamental question here is how a
society handles the fact that the future can never be known: Should we try to control it or just let it happen? [1] The uncertainty avoidance dimension for anki acts to the extent to which individuals of a specific society are comfortable with uncertainty and beyond. Countries that show strong uncertainty about the Index (UAI) believe and behave in a strict manner. Individuals
belonging to these countries also avoid unconventional ways of thinking and behaving. Weak UAI communities are showing more ease when it comes to uncertainty. [2] People in cultures with high uncertainty avoidance try to minimize the occurrence of unknown and unusual circumstances and proceed with careful step-by-step changes by planning and implementing rules, laws
and regulations. However, accept scans and feels low uncertainty avoidance cultures and feels comfortable in unstructured situations or changeable environments and tries to have as few rules as possible. People in these cultures tend to be more pragmatic and more tolerant of change. [3] When it comes to tolerance of unpredictability, the areas that uncertainty avoidance deals
with the most are: technology, law and religion. The technology assists with the uncertainty of nature with new developments. The law defends the uncertainty of behavior of the people with rules that are laid down. Religion accepts the uncertainty people cannot be protected from. Individuals use their faith to get through their insecurities. [4] Key concepts There is a broad scale on
where specific cultures fall under uncertainty avoidance. Three types of uncertainty avoidance are: high, low and moderate uncertainty avoidance. Hofstede's uncertainty avoidance scale shows wants to reduce any visible uncertainty placed in a person's life. [5] High uncertainty avoidance There are many ways to detect if someone has a high amount of uncertainty avoidance.
Typically, the use of formality in interaction with others, dependence on formalized policies and procedures, obvious resistance to change, and intolerance of untraditional ways are all characteristics of high uncertainty avoidance. [2] Also, people from high insecurity avoidance cultures show higher stress and anxiety levels. [4] These individuals have a high value of control, which
means having a set structure in everything of their lives helps. The use of rigid rules helps them define what they believe in and how they behave. The development of new ideas makes them uncomfortable and only take risks that they know have success. [1] Older people in high UA are highly respected and feared off. [4] When children are taught about the beliefs of their culture,
they cannot question them. [1] People in high-uncertainty avoidance communities may be afraid of people who are different from them. They may show signs of xenophobia. [3] Countries to avoid high uncertainty Some of the highest uncertainty avoidance countries include Finland, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Japan, Mexico, Portugal, and South Korea. [6] Low uncertainty
avoidance In contrast, humans can also exhibit characteristics of low uncertainty avoidance. Unlike high UA, those with a low level use informal in interaction with others, they often rely on informal norms and behaviors on most issues. In addition, they will show moderate resistance to change. [2] Individuals who come from a low UA culture care about letting the future come
without control or plan of it. Rules placed have no influence on them. Those with a low UA think it's okay to question the people in higher positions. [1] They have lower stress and anxiety. Younger in low UA is respected[4] and when they are taught the beliefs of their culture, they do not have to follow them directly. When new ideas are raised, they are open-minded when they
hear about them. [1] People from low UA do not find situations that are not clear as problems that can cause them problems. Originality will have higher value and is likely to be taken into account. [7] In addition, people with low uncertainty avoidance do not have any difficulty in interacting with people who are different from them. [3] Low-uncertainty avoidance countries Some of the
lowest uncertainty avoidance countries include Jamaica, Denmark, Singapore, Sweden, and Ireland. [6] Moderate uncertainty avoidance People of moderate uncertainty avoidance cultures are in between the high and low uncertainty avoidances. These in take some characteristics from both avoidances. The people with moderate UA are those who live in the United States and
Canada. [1] Avoidance of risk uncertainty is often wrongly associated with risk avoidance. However, UAI does not handle risk avoidance. In fact, it's about the habits and rituals where a community feels comfortable practicing. [8] Applications Business David S. Baker and Kerry D. Carson conducted a study evaluating uncertainty avoidance among field reorstaff. They selected 155
substances from the US, Canada, the UK, Australia and New Zealand. Their research pointed to individuals who use both attachment and avoidance to reduce their uncertainty avoidance in the workplace. People who were high on uncertainty avoidance and they lay on it behaved differently. Sales staff who were low on uncertainty avoid saw no need to attach with their team or
adapt to their environment, but those high on it used both avoidance and attachment to handle situations. Those who reported moderate levels of uncertainty avoid preferred to use adaptation rather than attachment when needed. [9] A study conducted by Nelson O. Ndubisi, Naresh K. Malhotra , Dilber Ulas, and Gibson C. Ndubisi found that customer loyalty is less in countries
with low uncertainty avoidance. In addition, the study concludes that customer confidence is higher in countries with high uncertainty avoidance. [10] It is also believed that the Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) has a significant impact on consumer acceptance of unfamiliar brands in the retail market. Brand familiarity, celebrity support, and cultural differences all have an effect on
determining an individual's UAI. Eliane Karsaklian has studied the effect UAI has on consumer attitudes towards familiar and unfamiliar brands in different cultures (specifically American and French). She concludes that avoidance of uncertainty has a profound role in shaping consumer attitudes towards brands. [11] However, the claim that UAI (or any other dimension) has an
effect is incompatible with Hofstede's recognition in its response to McSweeney (Human Relations, 55.11 - 2002) that dimensions do not exist and therefore cannot be causal i.e. they cannot have effects. Like many studies, Karsaklian's analysis confuses correlation with causation. Hofstede concluded that people in high-uncertainty avoidance communities can avoid changing jobs.
While people in low insecurity avoidance communities may feel more at ease with changing jobs. [3] [12] Politics In politics, cultures with high insecurity avoiding citizens are ttaking to have low interests in politics and national protests are repressed. This is because political unrest would lead to changes that the majority would not be comfortable with. There also tend to be many
laws with laws that are more specific to avoid uncertainty in interpretation and to guide what behavior is acceptable. On the other side of the spectrum in cultures with low insecurity avoiding citizens tend to be very interested in politics because it serves as a tool for change. Protests are accepted as another tool for change and laws are general. [13] Crime In 2005, Robert M.
Wiedenhaefer conducted a study on the factors contributing to terrorism. Wiedenhaefer concluded that avoidance of uncertainty is closely linked to terrorism. He argued through his analysis he found that uncertainty avoidance is the strongest predictor of such crimes. [14] Ellen Giebels, Miriam Oostinga, Paul Taylor and Joanna Curtis conducted a study in February 2017 on the
impact between police-civilian interactions. They hypothesize that a clear and more communicative-style interaction would be used by high uncertainty avoidance negotiators. Their study supported this hypothesis. In addition, they found that uncertainty avoid greatly affecting interactions between said individuals. [15] Education In cultures with great uncertainty avoidance, teachers
are seen as having all the answers and learning is structured. In cultures with low uncertainty avoidance, teachers are not necessarily seen as everyone knows and learning is open minded with less focus on facts. [16] Nursing In the study of Transformational Leadership, Creative Self-Efficacy, Trust in Supervisor, Uncertainty Avoidance and Innovative Work Behavior of Nurses
made by Bilal Afsar and Mariam Masood in Mansehra, Pakistan, there were two groups of nurses to see how the relationship between transformative leadership relates to their work behaviors in self-efficacy, confidence in superiors, and uncertainty avoidance. The first study hypothesized that there is a correlation between transformative leadership, trust and uncertainty avoidance
that takes a toll on success or effectiveness in their work behavior. The second study hypothesized that the relationship between transformative leadership, trust and uncertainty avoidance is due to self-efficiency. With a strong and effective transformational leader, leaders who find a change that needs to be made and make the change along a specific path with the help of
members of the group, who give them what is necessary to work with. [17] The nurses from Study 1 came from public sector hospitals where they had to test new ideas without fear of losing their jobs. They had to take risks out of place in their place. Employees with high uncertainty avoidance deal with uncertainty through the use of rules and regulations that are set.
Transformational leaders help their employees or people below them to take their risks with the right research and knowledge before taking them. These employees with high UA are more open to their transformative leaders. The nurses from study 2 came from hospitals in the private sector where they had to do the same as study 1. Both studies were shown to have the same
conclusion, where there were high levels of confidence and uncertainty avoidance, transformative leadership had a higher relationship with innovative behavior. Also, creative self-efficiency had a connection between transformative leadership, trust and uncertainty avoidance. Although it was discovered that transformative leadership was only useful when there were high levels of
confidence and high uncertainty avoidance. Management would not work if there was a high degree of confidence and low uncertainty avoidance or the opposite. [17] See also Ambiguity aversion also known as uncertainty Cross-cultural communication Cross-cultural leadership Cross-cultural psychology Cultural standards Culture shock Edward T. HallFeelings and culture Fons
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